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Features 
& Benefits

WEATHER

UV PROTECTION

The colour of the natural 
stone chip on our tiles is 
protected against UV & 

colour change

WIND RESISTANCE

A Metrotile® Roof can 
withstand the strongest of 
winds, leaving no damage

LOW RAIN NOISE

The stone coating on our 
tiles reduces the noise of 

rain

HAIL PROOF

In areas where hail occurs, 
you can rest assured that it 

won’t damage your 
Metrotile® roof

Defining the reliability of our tiles is how they’re 
made and what they’re made with. We only use 
the best raw materials to construct a tile designed 
to perform for a lifetime.

European stone coated roofing tiles for everyone. 

Lightweight stone coated metal roofing tiles have 
become the first choice for home owners across Africa. 
But while some brands are out of reach for most people, 
others have reduced quality to almost non-existant 
levels. 

Metrotile® is the only manufacturer that provides a 
quality product at a price people can afford. And with a 
long proven record in Africa, Europe and the rest of the 
world, Metrotile® has become the first choice for people 
that want to demonstrate their success and good taste 
while achieving value for money.  

QUALITY MATERIALS

Beware of fake tiles.
They may look like Metrotile, but they are 
not made with the same high quality raw 
materials and won’t perform.



SECURITY ATTRIBUTES

LIGHTWEIGHT

Easy to transport and 
handle, our tiles install 
quickly and easily, and 

can save on the cost of the 
sub-structure

STRONG

Although lightweight, our 
steel tiles are incredibly 

strong and robust

SECURE

It’s impossible to break in 
to a Metrotile® Roof, mak-
ing them the most secure 

type of roof available

FIRE PROOF

Metrotile® Roof Tiles are 
fire proof to European 

Standards

Metrotile® roofs give you piece of mind. Why risk 
un-proven tiles when you can have all the benefits of 
Metrotile®. Every Metrotile® roof comes with a FREE 30 
YEAR warranty. 

You can use your Metrotile® roof to collect rainwater 
safely. Ask your MetroTile® Distributor about Rainwater 
Guttering.

Made in 
the E.U

WARRANTY COLLECT RAINWATER



Bond

Size of tile - Overall: 1335mm x 415mm
Size of tile - Cover:  1270mm x 371mm
Minimum Pitch:  10�
Maximum Pitch:  90�
Tiles per m²:  2.13
Coverage per tile:  0.47m²

Our best selling Bond profile is designed to achieve the same 
appearance of the traditional clay roof style, with the additional 
benefits of steel roofing. Because of the downturned front and the 
upturned rear edges, the panels have a strong overlapping and 
interlocking feature which provides excellent durability, protection 
and resistance to wind lift or other extreme weather conditions.

Bond is an eight pan, stone-coated panel pressed from a high 
grade of zincalume steel and is available in a wide selection of 
colours to enhance any exterior colour scheme.

FIRST CHOICE
for homes across Africa





Gallo

Size of tile - Overall: 1320mm x 420mm
Size of tile - Cover:  1190mm x 368mm
Minimum Pitch:  10�
Maximum Pitch:  90�
Tiles per m²:  2.19
Coverage per tile:  0.456m²

The Gallo profile with its soft Mediterranean curves creates a stylish, 
upper-class look to your home, with the additional benefits of stone 
coated steel roofing. 

Gallo presents the look of clay Mediterranean roofs without the 
maintenance headaches and suits both traditional and 
contemporary homes. 



Viksen

Size of tile - Overall: 1345mm x 430mm
Size of tile - Cover:  1265mm x 368mm
Minimum Pitch:  16�
Maximum Pitch:  90�
Tiles per m²:  2.16
Coverage per tile:  0.464m²

One of our most popular profiles, the inspiration for Viksen is to be 
found in the ancient architectural style of Northern Europe. 

With both vertical and horizontal ridges, Viksen is unique in it’s 
ability to cast small shadows across the tile which change in shape 
and size throughout the day as the sun passes overhead. Viksen has 
become one of the most preferred roofs in Africa.  



Classic

Size of tile - Overall: 1335mm x 415mm
Size of tile - Cover:  1265mm x 369mm
Minimum Pitch:  10�
Maximum Pitch:  90�
Tiles per m²:  2.14
Coverage per tile:  0.467m²

With its well-defined angular profile, Classic provides a cutting 
edge roof for contemporary homes of distinction. Classic’s sharp, 
clean lines and sloping edges bring added depth and enhance the 
proportions of your roofline.

The Classic tiles are manufactured to the highest quality with 
exceptional durability and strength. They are available in a wide 
selection of colours and will enhance the appearance and value of 
your home in a matter of days.



Woodshake

Size of tile - Overall: 1340mm x 415mm
Size of tile - Cover:  1265mm x 371mm
Minimum Pitch:  10�
Maximum Pitch:  90�
Tiles per m²:  2.14
Coverage per tile:  0.47m²

With pronounced ridges, the Woodshake profile is a perfect 
imitation of traditional wooden shakes. It provides a natural, rustic 
look with lots of character and is ideal for both
commercial and residential properties.

You can now enjoy all the benefits of a warm and elegant wood 
roof, but without the need for regular treatments against tree 
debris, moss or fungus. These tiles are affordable, fire resistant and 
have a long lifespan.

FIRST CHOICE
for replacing thatch

Ideal replacement for thatch / makuti: 



Roman

Size of tile - Overall: 1290mm x 415mm
Size of tile - Cover:  1215mm x 368mm
Minimum Pitch:  10�
Maximum Pitch:  90�
Tiles per m²:  2.23
Coverage per tile:  0.449m²

The Roman tile has been designed to imitate the look of traditional 
natural clay tiles to give your home an authentic Mediterranean feel. 

A heart of high quality anti-rust coated steel with advanced stone 
granule coating guarantees optimal protection for your home.

The Roman profile provides true elegance without the inherent 
weight and cost.

FIRST CHOICE
for replicating the look of clay



Romana

Size of tile - Overall: 1155mm x 395mm
Size of tile - Cover:  1085mm x 368mm
Minimum Pitch:  10�
Maximum Pitch:  90�
Tiles per m²:  2.5
Coverage per tile:  0.40m²

The Romana profile is the next stage up from the Roman Tile, 
creating the same appearance as centuries of Mediterranean 
architecture, with the additional benefits of steel roofing.  

With their distinctive shape and pronounced profile Romana Tiles 
are unique among stone-coated steel tiles.  



i-tile

iPanel offers an excellent aesthetic and protective 
solution. This unique profile is a wonderful complement 
to both bungalow and contemporary architecture.  Low 
profile with straight lines, iPanel also performs in 
adverse weather conditions and on shallow sloped roof 
pitches.

The iPanel is an interlocking, hidden fastener panel. 
Pressed from corrosion resistant steel and coated in 
stone it is available in a wide range of colours.

i-Panel i-Slate

With its finely detailed surface and vertical grooves, 
iSlate emulates the look of natural slate without the 
heavy weight and tendency to crack.

The iSlate is an six tile, stone-coated panel pressed from 
a high grade of protective layer and is available in a 
wide selection of colours to enhance any exterior colour 
scheme.



i-Shingle i-Shake

Beauty is not the only benefit of the iShingle. These 
interlocking steel shingles are fire, hail and wind 
resistant.

The iShingle is an six tile, stone-coated panel pressed 
from high grade steel, coated and protected with 
patented technology

iShake is pressed from the finest corrosion resistant 
steel.  These tiles will protect your home from fire, wind 
and hail for many years to come.

Unique among the i-tile profiles, iShake has both 
horizontal and vertical ridges to provide an ever-
changing roof look throughout every day.  

i-tile

Size of tile - Overall: 1330mm x 421mm
Size of tile - Cover:  1220mm x 371mm
Minimum Pitch:  10�
Maximum Pitch:  90�
Steel Thickness:  0.41mm / 27 gauge
Tiles per m²:  2.18
Coverage per tile:  0.46m²
Weight:    2.98Kg

NEXT GENERATION 
ROOFING TILES
The i-tile provides the most contemporary look of any Metrotile® profile, 
combining flat features, straight lines and hidden fixings. 

The i-tile is available in four profiles,utilising the best of the established 
Metrotile® range and most popular designs. the future of roofing is here!  



COLOUR
OPTIONS

Brown

Bister Brown

Charcoal

Ironbark Pepper

Spectre Brown-BlackBlack-Brown

Stone Coated Finish

Black Coal Black

Coffee

GreenstoneRed Scarlet Stone BlueTerracotta

Umber Brown

Shingle Black

Forest Green

Antique Brown Antique Grey Antique Red Brindle Caldera

Flint Java Malabar Rustic Timber Solterra Orange

Tuscany Walnut Zebra IntenseTorino

Patched Finish



ACCESSORISING
YOUR ROOF
Trim

Ventilation

Ancilleries

Clear Tile
10/20-CT8

Repair Kit
10/20-RK

Nails
91-NAILS

Nail Coil
91-COIL
(for use with nail gun)

Cowl Vent
RV75

Sanitary Vent
HV15-15

Gas Flu
GS

Sanitary Vent
HV110

Single Ridge Barrel
10-1RB

Barrel Ridge End Cap
10-EC RB RD

Angle Ridge
1-AR

Square Ridge
10-SR

Angle Ridge End Cap
EC-T-1AR

Angle Ridge Broad
10-ARP

Triple Ridge Barrel
10-3RB

Eave Apron
10-EAP

Eave Apron
10-EA

Cover Flashing
10-CF

Extra Flashing 
10-EF

Flat Sheet
10-FS

Barge Board Cover
10-BBC L SC 

Barge Board Cover
10-BBC R SC 

Barge Board Cover
10-EX L 

Barge Board Cover
10-EX R

Side wall Flashing
10-SWFS

Barge Board Cover
10-BBCS

Side wall Flashing
10-SWF R

Valley 
10-VA

Angle Ridge
10-AR

Side wall Flashing
10-SWF L



BLACK STAINS, LICHENS & ALGAE

This can effect most types of roof including clay, concrete & 
stone coated steel roof tiles. This is not a problem with the 
roof but is a feature of the vegetation surrounding it. 

A Metrotile® roof however, resists this occurrence longer 
than clay and concrete tiles, and can be easily cleaned to 
return the roof to looking like new.  

CLAY

WHY CHOOSE
METROTILE®? 

Clay Tilesverses

Both look good and cost around the same, so which is the better investment? 

• Lightweight (approx 1/10th the weight of clay) making 
  Metrotile® cheaper & more environmentally friendly 
  to   transport
• Steel won’t break or crack during transport

• Only buy what you need. Less waste, less cost

TRANSPORTATION

• Expensive to transport due to weight. More fuel is 
   required which means more pollution. These costs are 
   passed on to the customer
• Breaks during transport. The cost of this is added to the 
   tiles that don’t break 
• You need to buy more than you need to cover 
   breakages during transport and installation

INSTALLATION

• Lightweight Metrotile® requires less support, saving 
   cost on your structure
• Requires less timber battens, reducing costs 
• Won’t break during installation
• Quick and easy to install

• A heavy clay roof requires more support, increasing 
   the cost of your structure
• Clay tiles are small, requiring many more timber battens
• More tiles break during installation, adding cost
• Small tiles take longer to install

still with clay, read on...

AFTER INSTALLATION

• Tough zincalume steel doesn’t damage after 
   installation
• Tiles will not move during high winds and storms
• Can not be removed by intruders
• Virtually maintenance free
• FREE 30 year warranty

• Easily broken by falling fruit & birds dropping things 
  onto the roof
• Wind displaces tiles, creating holes in the roof
• Easily removed to break into home
• Continuous repairs to broken, cracked and slipped 
  tiles



Testimonials

“It’s the oldest name in Africa for 
stone coated roofs, one we trust. It’s 
easy to work with and gives a good 
finish. It won’t change colour or go 
wrong”

INSTALLER HOME OWNER DEVELOPER

“We were afraid we couldn’t afford 
a proper stone coated roof, until 
we met Metrotile®. They had lots of 
choice but most importantly it was 
good quality & within our budget, 
so the risk was gone” 

“Metrotile® gives us the look we 
want and performs well. It’s good 
for our business and our customers 
are very happy with it. They’ve never 
let  us down so we keep on using 
them” 



HOW DO YOU 
KNOW IT’S 
GENUINE
METROTILE®?

Due to the success of Metrotile® across Africa, a trend 
has emerged of criminals importing cheap / fake tiles from the Far East and 
passing them of as Metrotile®. These tiles are way below our standards and 
will fail quickly. 

Making good stone coated roof tiles is a difficult and complicated process. 
Getting just one part of the process wrong leads to tile failure such as 
corrosion, chip loss and colour change. This can happen as little as 3 months 
after installation, but the effects last a lifetime;     

Corrosion Chip Loss Colour Change

!
NOT

Metrotile

!
NOT

Metrotile

!
NOT

Metrotile

GENUINE

• Consistent Colour
• Consistent Stone Coating
• No Corrosion or Rust

P

In contrast, a Genuine Metrotile® roof will continue to perform for decades     



Because brand new tiles often look similar it can be difficult to tell the difference between Genuine Metrotile® 
and fakes at first glance. However, there are a few things you can look for to distinguish the fakes from Genuine 
Metrotile®:  

Genuine Metrotile is a quality product 
that comes with reassurances:      

WARRANTY    

Metrotile Roof Tiles come 
with a comprehensive 30 
year warranty

ISO 
    

The Metrotile factory is 
accredited with ISO 14001 
and 19001

CE MARK 

Metrotile Products are 
manufactured in Europe and 
conform to EU 
standards

BBA    

Metrotile roof tiles are 
certified by the British Board 
of Agrément

2    Check the back of the tile
“Metrotile®” is printed on the back of every Genuine 
Metrotile® roof tile 

1    Count the “pans”
Our Metrotile® Bond Profile has 8 “pans” pressed into it. 
These are the swooping dips  between each ridge (see 
below). Fakes will usually have less than 8, typically 5 or 6. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3    Exclusive Distributors 

Genuine Metrotile® roof tiles are only available through our 
network of exclusive Distributors. As an integral part of the 
Metrotile family, our Distributors are second to none for 
their knowledge, experience and customer service. 



Search us

www.metrotileafme.com
or search social media for metrotileafme

Email us

info@metrotileafme.com

Call us

Office :+44 1582807363

Visit us

Offices throughout Africa

METROTILE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Metrotile® recognizes that its commitment to success must also 
take into account the broader economic, environmental and 
social impact of its operations.

We seek continual improvement of our environmental perfor-
mance, by facilitating and encouraging responsible design, 
use, handling, lifecycle, transporting and recycling of our 
products. 

During the production process we live up to high environ-
mental standards. In order to continuously improve the level 
of environmental management, key focus in our production 
area is minimizing and recycling of production waste.

The Metrotile® brand name and logo are owned by RoofTG. 
This brochure is protected by international copyright law. Reproduction of any 
part of this brochure, including text and images is strictly prohibited. 


